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Survey Stats

    Category Name No Concern Concern

Basement 44 0

Bathroom 33 12

Bedroom 42 4

Exterior Back 19 5

Exterior Front 18 3

Fall Risk Assessment 8 4

Garage 52 3

Hallways 21 0

Indoor Entry 26 6

Kitchen 51 6

Laundry Room 45 2

Living Room 41 4

Outdoor Entry 51 1

Stairs 12 0



Fall Risk Assessment

  
Question Your

Answer

Have you fallen in the past 6 months? Yes

Do you utilize a walker, cane or other ambulatory device? No

Do you utilize oxygen or any IV therapies in your home that tether you? No

Do you need to use support to get up from sitting to standing positions? No

Would you say that sometimes you require stabilization while walking? No

Do you take any medications that make you dizzy or lightheaded? Yes

Have you experienced drops in blood pressure? No

Do you have any physical ailments that make it difficult to walk or change body positions
(sitting to standing; laying to standing; standing to sitting, etc.)? No

Do you ever have an urgent need to get to a bathroom? Yes

Are you between 60 and 69 years old? Yes

Are you between 70 and 79 years old? No

Are you over 80 years old? No

Total Fall Risk Score: 8

Scoring: 0-2 low risk, 3-4 moderate risk, 5-21 high risk

Your Risk Level: High

High Risk. You are at High Risk for falls. This means you could be in imminent danger of a fall. It is
crucial to make preparations in your home to prevent falls. Review your home analysis with your
advisor and present analysis to physician. Some of your home modifications could be covered by
Medicare. Also we advise to start an exercise routine to help you. (Speak with your physician on the
best options for you.)

40% of all Nursing home admissions are due to falls.



Bathroom

Question: If present, are rugs properly secured with non-skid backing and no frayed edges?
Answer: No
Recommendations: Annually, an estimated 37,991 adults age 65 years or older were treated in U.S.
EDs for falls associated with carpets (54.2%) and rugs (45.8%). Most falls (72.8%) occurred at home.
Women represented 80.2% of fall injuries. The most common location for fall injuries in the home was
the bathroom (35.7%). Frequent fall injuries occurred at the transition between carpet/rug and
non-carpet/rug, on wet carpets or rugs, and while hurrying to the bathroom. If possible remove all
throw rugs, if throw rugs are necessary add slip resistant backing to throw rugs.
Skilled Level Required: handyman/self

Question: Are there grab bars in other areas of the room as needed?
Answer: No
Comments: No rails present. 
Recommendations: Grab bars may be needed next to sinks or elsewhere. Install as needed.
Skilled Level Required: handyman

Question: Do basins of tub/shower have a properly secured non-skid surface or mat?
Answer: No
Comments: Non present in tub or shower. Suggest install non skid strips for safety. 
Recommendations: There are multiple options for non-skid surfaces, including adhesives and
suction mats. But beware to properly secure and apply the non-skid surface. A non-skid mat if not
properly secured can be a very large fall hazard in itself.
Skilled Level Required: handyman/self



Question: Does the toilet have a properly installed non-skid mat in front of the toilet?
Answer: No
Recommendations: Getting up and down from a toilet can be a slip hazard. Installing non-skid mats
in front of the toilet can help alleviate this risk.
Skilled Level Required: handyman

Question: Does the bath/shower have a removable shower head?
Answer: No
Comments: Shower has fixed head. Suggest install flexible shower head and movable seat. 
Recommendations: A hand held showerhead is a device that hooks up to your regular shower
access. It has an extendable hose so that you can hold the showerhead in your hand and move it
freely around your body. It allows seniors to adjust the temperature of the water before pointing the
shower head at themselves, allows them to get wet in all the right places without having to move
around too much and can be used easily from a seated position. As seniors lose their mobility and
flexibility, it is harder and harder to move around freely and to get water onto all those "hard-to-reach"
areas.
Skilled Level Required: handyman

Question: Are all electrical appliances plugged into GFCI outlets when in use?
Answer: No
Recommendations: We recommend bathroom appliances utilize GFCI outlets. According to the
Electrical Safety Foundation, electricity is the cause of more than 140,000 fires each year, resulting in
400 deaths, 4,000 injuries and $1.6 billion in property damage. Install GFCI outlets. This is a critical
safety device to help prevent shock hazards, a very real concern in the bathroom.
Skilled Level Required: skilled electrician



Question: Are all the outlets near water areas GFCI?
Answer: No
Comments: Outlets are not GFCI near water source. Replace with GFCI to prevent electrical shock
potential. 
Recommendations: According to the Electrical Safety Foundation, electricity is the cause of more
than 140,000 fires each year, resulting in 400 deaths, 4,000 injuries and $1.6 billion in property
damage. Install GFCI outlets near water sources. This is a critical safety device to help prevent shock
hazards, a very real concern near water sources.
Skilled Level Required: skilled electrician

Question: Is there a nightlight present?
Answer: No
Comments: No nite light present. Install nite lite for safety. 
Recommendations: Extrinsic or environmental risk factors, which include unsafe walking surfaces,
obstacles in path, inappropriate footwear, and poor lighting have been shown to play a part in
approximately half of all home falls and their importance in increasing risk has long been recognized
by researchers and occupational therapists working with older adults.. Install a night light to light your
typical walkway.
Skilled Level Required: handyman

Question: Are grab rails present in the shower?
Answer: No
Comments: No grab rails present. Suggest install. 
Recommendations: Install grab rails in the shower. For a shower-all three walls in roll-in shower
should have grab bars and two walls should have grab bars in a transfer shower. Coordinate the



controls to be near grab bars when possible.
Skilled Level Required: skilled contractor

Question: Are there sturdy grab bars at the toilet (or toilet arms and a raised seat)?
Answer: No
Comments: No grab bars present. Suggest installation. 
Recommendations: Grab rails really contribute to the control and ease at which an aging body
moves. So what is it? horizontal or vertical? Horizontal rails provide assistance with side transfers
from wheelchairs but are less effective for sit to stand transfers than vertical or angled rails. They do
provide forearm support during sit to stand transfers for greater weight bearing assistance or if
required for upper limb weakness. Vertical or angled rails provide support throughout the sit to stand
transfer.
Skilled Level Required: skilled contractor

Question: Is prescription medicine stored in locked containers?
Answer: No
Comments: Medication located on tray in bathroom. Suggest properly storing. 
Recommendations: Prescription medicines by nature are very potent and should be kept out of
reach and ideally stored in locked containers.
Skilled Level Required: self



Question: If medicine is stored in the bathroom, is it at least 10 feet from water sources?
Answer: No
Comments: Medicine stored in tray next to sink. Suggest properly storing. 
Recommendations: If you are like most people, you probably store your medicine in a bathroom
cabinet. But the heat and moisture from your shower, bath, and sink may damage your medicine.
Your medicines can become less potent, or they may go bad before the expiration date. Pills and
capsules are easily damaged by heat and moisture. For instance, Aspirin pills break down into
vinegar and salicylic acid. This irritates the stomach.
Skilled Level Required: self

Bedroom

Question: If present, are rugs properly secured with non-skid backing and no frayed edges?
Answer: No
Recommendations: Annually, an estimated 37,991 adults age 65 years or older were treated in U.S.
EDs for falls associated with carpets (54.2%) and rugs (45.8%). Most falls (72.8%) occurred at home.
Women represented 80.2% of fall injuries. The most common location for fall injuries in the home was
the bathroom (35.7%). Frequent fall injuries occurred at the transition between carpet/rug and
non-carpet/rug, on wet carpets or rugs, and while hurrying to the bathroom. If possible remove all
throw rugs, if throw rugs are necessary add slip resistant backing to throw rugs.
Skilled Level Required: handyman

Question: Are the walk/paths free from trip hazards?
Answer: No



Comments: Foot stool in walkway. Potential trip hazard at nite. Move furniture. 
Recommendations: Mostly fall prevention is just about prevention. Taking away unnecessary
obstacles are a large part to fall prevention. Walkway/paths should always be a wide and clear path.
Please remove all trip hazards from the walkway.
Skilled Level Required: self

Question: If carpet, is it smooth and tacked down, no frayed edges?
Answer: No
Comments: Frayed strip. Repair. Potential trip hazard. 
Recommendations: Annually, an estimated 37,991 adults age 65 years or older were treated in U.S.
EDs for falls associated with carpets (54.2%) and rugs (45.8%). Most falls (72.8%) occurred at home.
Women represented 80.2% of fall injuries. The most common location for fall injuries in the home was
the bathroom (35.7%). Frequent fall injuries occurred at the transition between carpet/rug and
non-carpet/rug, on wet carpets or rugs, and while hurrying to the bathroom. Carpet requires attention;
should be smooth with non frayed edges.
Skilled Level Required: handyman

Question: Is there a nightlight present?
Answer: No
Comments: No nite light present. Suggest install to aide in nite navigation. 
Recommendations: Extrinsic or environmental risk factors, which include unsafe walking surfaces,
obstacles in path, inappropriate footwear, and poor lighting have been shown to play a part in
approximately half of all home falls and their importance in increasing risk has long been recognized
by researchers and occupational therapists working with older adults.. Install a night light to light your
typical walkway.
Skilled Level Required: handyman



Exterior Back

Question: Are driveway and walkways clear of slip or fall hazards such as leaves, mold?
Answer: No
Comments: Mold present on driveway. Clean to prevent fall hazard. 
Recommendations: Drive ways should be kept clear of debris and potentially slippery substances,
such as leaves, ice, snow, water, oil or grease.
Skilled Level Required: self or handyman

Question: Is the yard properly maintained? Are all hedges, shrubs, trees trimmed to prevent trip
hazards?
Answer: No
Comments: Arbor in yard next to shed needs to be trimmed to prevent potential trip hazard from
vines.
Recommendations: Outdoor living areas in yard should be serviced to prevent hazards in the
walkway. Not only can they create trip hazards but they can also breakdown your concrete and
sealed surfaces.
Skilled Level Required: handyman

Question: Are hoses and garden tools securely stored?
Answer: No
Comments: Garden hose laying loose in walkway. Recoil when finished to prevent tripping hazard. 
Recommendations: Outdoor garden tools are loose and in the walkway. Objects within the walkway



dramatically increase the risk of falling.
Skilled Level Required: self

Question: Is the yard properly maintained? ( no overgrown shrubs obstructing paths)
Answer: No
Comments: Shrubs around gate should be trimmed to allow ease of access and prevent potential
trip hazard from vines 
Recommendations: Outdoor living areas in yard should be serviced to prevent hazards in the
walkway. Not only can they create trip hazards but they can also cause deterioration of the concrete
and sealed surfaces and also present convent hiding spots for intruders.
Skilled Level Required: handyman

Question: Are all electrical appliances at least 5 feet away from the hot tub or spa?
Answer: No
Comments: Electric fan located near pool. Remove or reposition to prevent potential fatal electrical
shock hazard. 
Recommendations: According to the Electrical Safety Foundation, electricity is the cause of more
than 140,000 fires each year, resulting in 400 deaths, 4,000 injuries and $1.6 billion in property
damage. Install GFCI outlets near water sources. This is a critical safety device to help prevent shock
hazards, a very real concern near water sources. Remove all electrical appliances near the hot tub.
Skilled Level Required: handyman/self



Exterior Front

Question: Is the home clearly identified with house numbers visible by emergency personnel?
Answer: No
Comments: Numbers faded. Repaint or replace with reflective numbers to increase visibility. 
Recommendations: If home numbers are not clearly visible for emergency personnel. "30 seconds
may not mean a whole lot to you, but when it could mean life or death, when it could be a medical
emergency or someone could be breaking into your home, that 30 seconds is a big deal," said by a
first responder when asked about the visibility of your house numbers. House numbers should be
clear enough so that police, the fire department, paramedics, etc., can quickly locate properties in an
emergency. House numbers are often the only way that first-responders can identify their intended
destinations. House numbers should be a minimum of 3 inches or larger, and easily readable from
the street.
Skilled Level Required: handyman/self

Question: Are handrails present on steps, ramps or steep slopes?
Answer: No
Comments: No handrails on steps leading to landing. Install handrails for safety. 
Recommendations: A handrail is a horizontal or sloping rail intended for grasping by the hand for
guidance or support. Handrails should be cylindrical and easy to grasp, and properly secured. Most
ordinances attempt to conform to standards, such as requiring handrails for a rise of more than 30
inches. Handrail widths should be between 1-1/4 and 2 inches wide. Handrail height, measured
vertically from the sloped plane adjoining the tread nosing, or finish surface of ramp slope, should be



not less than 34 inches (864 mm) and not more than 38 inches (965 mm). Handrails should extend at
least 12 inches beyond the top and bottom riser. This increases safety on the two most dangerous
places on a stairway: the top and the bottom ends. Handrails should have a return to the end of
handrails or connect them to a post or pillar. This avoids people catching their clothes or bumping
into the end of handrails.
Skilled Level Required: skilled handyman

Question: If present, are extension/fixture cords secured properly above carpeting or rugs and out of
the walkway?
Answer: No
Comments: Extension cord lying at foot of first step. Suggest securing cord to prevent trip hazard. 
Recommendations: Cords should never be under rugs, cords can overheat, especially when the
wires inside begin to break down because of them getting walked on. This reduces the ability of the
cord to transmit current, causing it to get hot and possibly cause a fire or electrical shock. Call an
electrician for alternative solutions or relocate the cords securely along a wall.
Skilled Level Required: skilled electrician

Garage

Question: Are stairways free of obstructions?
Answer: No
Comments: Items on steps. Potential fall hazard. Remove and properly store. 
Recommendations: Stairs require attention; please remove obstructions from stairways.
Skilled Level Required: skilled contractor

Question: Do the stairs have handrails on both sides?
Answer: No
Comments: No handrails on open side. Install for fall safety. 
Recommendations: According to the Home Safety Council, falls on or from stairs or steps are the
leading known cause of death due to residential falls. Handrails can help mitigate this risk. Handrails
should be present on both sides; recommend installing.
Skilled Level Required: skilled contractor



Question: Is the lighting adequate?
Answer: No
Comments: Several bulbs are not functioning. Repair. 
Recommendations: Extrinsic or environmental risk factors, which include unsafe walking surfaces,
obstacles in path, inappropriate footwear, and poor lighting have been shown to play a part in
approximately half of all home falls and their importance in increasing risk has long been recognized
by researchers and occupational therapists working with older adults.. Install a night light to light your
typical walkway. Add additional lighting.
Skilled Level Required: skilled contractor/handyman

Indoor Entry

Question: Is there a doorbell or other apparatus that is easy to see and use?
Answer: No
Comments: Doorbell is partially obscured by potted plants. Move plants for clearance to doorbell 
Recommendations: Doorbells or door knockers should be easily accessed, clear of plants or other
items near door.
Skilled Level Required: handyman/self



Question: If present, are extension/fixture cords secured properly above carpeting or rugs?
Answer: No
Comments: Extension cord loose in walkway. Properly secure to prevent potential from trip hazard. 
Recommendations: Cords under rugs can overheat, especially when the wires inside begin to break
down because of them getting walked on. This reduces the ability of the cord to transmit current,
causing it to get hot. Call an electrician for alternative solutions.
Skilled Level Required: self/handyman

Question: Can doors be easily opened and closed by the resident? ( no sticking )
Answer: No
Comments: Front door sticks. Preform maintenance. 
Recommendations: Sticking doors may be difficult for people with arthritis to open safely. Arthritis is
the No. 1 cause of disability in the U.S. According to the CDC, more than 54 million adults in the U.S.
have a type of arthritis. Arthritis can limit the function and ability to grasp. Have door serviced to
reduce sticking. All doors should be easy to open as when a Senior could use body pressure and the
door shifts quickly, this could cause a fall.
Skilled Level Required: handyman

Question: Do all outlets and switches have cover plates, so that no wiring is exposed?
Answer: No
Comments: Cover plate missing. Preform maintenance. Repair or replace. 
Recommendations: Add outlet/switch plate cover
Skilled Level Required: handyman



Question: Is the lighting adequate?
Answer: No
Comments: Light burned out at entryway. Replace. 
Recommendations: Extrinsic or environmental risk factors, which include unsafe walking surfaces,
obstacles in path, inappropriate footwear, and poor lighting have been shown to play a part in
approximately half of all home falls and their importance in increasing risk has long been recognized
by researchers and occupational therapists working with older adults. Add additional lighting
Skilled Level Required: skilled contractor/handyman

Question: Is there a nightlight present?
Answer: No
Comments: No nite light found. Suggest install by entryway for nite safety. 
Recommendations: Extrinsic or environmental risk factors, which include unsafe walking surfaces,
obstacles in path, inappropriate footwear, and poor lighting have been shown to play a part in
approximately half of all home falls and their importance in increasing risk has long been recognized
by researchers and occupational therapists working with older adults. Install night light
Skilled Level Required: self

Kitchen

Question: Are the walk/paths free from trip hazards? 
Answer: No
Comments: Small stool in front of stove presents potential trip hazard. 
Recommendations: Walkway/paths require attention; please remove area of trip hazards.
Skilled Level Required: skilled contractor



Question: Is there a sturdy step stool with handrails for use when reaching into cabinets?
Answer: No
Comments: Current step stool has broken step. 
Recommendations: Step stools should be sturdy and have handrails to grab.
Skilled Level Required: handyman

Question: Is there a flashlight within reach?
Answer: No
Comments: Flashlight has dead batteries. Replace batteries. 
Recommendations: We recommend having a flashlight within reach
Skilled Level Required: handyman

Question: Has the toaster/toaster oven been cleaned? ( no burning particles when you turn it on )
Answer: No
Comments: Toaster has crumbs in bottom. Potential fire hazard. Clean weekly. 
Recommendations: Toasters should be cleaned out frequently to remove particles that could ignite
Skilled Level Required: handyman



Question: Is there a fire extinguisher present with easy access?
Answer: No
Comments: No fire extinguisher located. Install for fire safety. 
Recommendations: Fire extinguishers should be present near potential fire hazards (fireplace,
kitchen, etc. ) When choosing a fire extinguisher, always get a dry chemical fire extinguisher rather
than a water-based extinguisher. Dry chemical extinguishers are more effective in smothering fires,
and are safe to use with small electrical or grease fires. Never use water-based fire extinguishers for
these types of fires. Water only creates more problems with grease or electrical fires. Fire blankets
are also great for extinguishing smaller fires. Note: most fire departments do free consultations.
Skilled Level Required: handyman

Question: Is there an evacuation plan in the kitchen in case of fire?
Answer: No
Comments: No plan. Print and locate plan in easy to see location. 
Recommendations: We provide a free evacuation plan for you to use, you can download here:
https://bit.ly/2NOafIz
Skilled Level Required: self

Laundry Room

Question: If present, are rugs properly secured with non-skid backing and no frayed edges?
Answer: No
Comments: Loose throw rugs. Secure with non skid backing or remove. 
Recommendations: Annually, an estimated 37,991 adults age 65 years or older were treated in U.S.
EDs for falls associated with carpets (54.2%) and rugs (45.8%). Most falls (72.8%) occurred at home.
Women represented 80.2% of fall injuries. The most common location for fall injuries in the home was
the bathroom (35.7%). Frequent fall injuries occurred at the transition between carpet/rug and
non-carpet/rug, on wet carpets or rugs, and while hurrying to the bathroom. If possible remove all
throw rugs, if throw rugs are necessary add slip resistant backing to throw rugs.
Skilled Level Required: handyman/self



Question: Has the lint been cleaned in the dryer and vent?
Answer: No
Comments: Dryer vent dirty. Clean. 
Recommendations: According the the US Fire Administration, 2,900 home clothes dryer fires are
reported each year and cause an estimated 5 deaths, 100 injuries, and $35 million in property loss.
Dryer lint can combust and cause a fire; clean regularly with use.
Skilled Level Required: handyman/self

Living Room

Question: If fireplace or stove present and in use, has it been professionally cleaned this year?
Answer: No
Comments: Fireplace dirty. Suggest chimney sweep clean yearly. 
Recommendations: According to the latest statistics available, there are over 25,000 Chimney Fires
per year in the US that are responsible for over 125 million dollars in property damage. The National
Fire Protection Association recommends that chimneys, fireplaces and vents be inspected at least
once per year. Maintenance of your fireplace is crucial to help prevent fires.
Skilled Level Required: certified chimney sweep



Question: Is there a clear, unobstructed path through the room(no clutter,cords, or other things to
trip over?
Answer: No
Comments: Clear walkway of obstructions for safe passage. 
Recommendations: Taking away unnecessary obstacles is a large part to fall prevention. Making
sure your home is free and clear of obstructions and trip hazards is a key habit to home safety.
Remove all unnecessary clutter. Walkways/paths should always be wide and clear path.
Skilled Level Required: self

Question: Are thresholds less than 1 inch high?
Answer: No
Comments: Threshold to room greater than 4 inches. Potential trip hazard. 
Recommendations: Thresholds are exceeding proper height. Recommendation is less than 1 inch
otherwise it is a considerable trip hazard.
Skilled Level Required: skilled contractor



Question: Is there a nightlight present?
Answer: No
Comments: Night light not present. Suggest install for safety. 
Recommendations: Extrinsic or environmental risk factors, which include unsafe walking surfaces,
obstacles in path, inappropriate footwear, and poor lighting have been shown to play a part in
approximately half of all home falls and their importance in increasing risk has long been recognized
by researchers and occupational therapists working with older adults.. Install a night light to light your
typical walkway.
Skilled Level Required: handyman

Outdoor Entry

Question: Are stairways free of obstructions?
Answer: No
Comments: Plants located on steps. Remove for safety in use of stairway rails. 
Recommendations: Stairs require attention; please remove obstructions from stairways.
Skilled Level Required: skilled contractor
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